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Abstract:
A Reconstructive Explanation tool has been developed and implemented within an integrated
knowledge acquisition framework. This tool (RIETO) employs both a formal and an informal
knowledge base to construct explanations for individual lathe production plans. RIETO adopts
a reconstructive explanation approach [WickThompson92] which does not rely on the problem
solving trace constructed by the inference component of the system. Instead it reconstructs
possible lines of reasoning which may provide justifications for those aspects of the solution
which are questioned by the user. The explanation tool can thus bring to bear all pertinent
information which was captured during knowledge acquisition, even if it was not used for
actually solving the problem. RIETO can answer 'why?' and 'why not?' questions about
different aspects of the production plan, can give justifications for rules and provide all
information about a particular topic (e.g. the selection of cutting materials) which is pertinent to
the context in which the question is asked by the user.
1. Motivation
Knowledge acquisition and knowledge utilization are mutually dependent and
thus should be tightly coordinated throughout the life cycle of a knowledge-
based system (KBS). On the one hand, the task to be solved by the KBS
determines what knowledge has to be acquired, and an elaborate model of the
problem solving (also termed interpretation model or model of expertise) can
be used as guidance for knowledge acquisition [BreukerWielinga89]. On the
other hand, the KBS should be able to bring to bear all the knowledge that was
acquired and that is potentially relevant for the task at hand.
Even when a KBS has been designed to solve only one class of tasks, the
knowledge in its knowledge base is accessed and utilized by the knowledge
engineer, the domain expert and the end user who want to achieve different
goals. The knowledge engineer together with the domain expert perform the
knowledge acquisition and extension. Thereby they must access the existing
knowledge base in order to determine what knowledge is present and how new
knowledge should be integrated. The end user(s) utilize the knowledge base in
order to obtain a solution for a particular problem. In addition, users will
request an explanation of the suggested problem solution, since they will not
trust blindly in the quality of the proposed solution. An explanation of a given
2problem solution may also be requested by the knowledge engineer and the
domain expert during knowledge acquisition [Schmalhofer+91a]. Finally, a
knowledge base is usually evolved by validation and exploration [Boley+92].
An overview of the different types of knowledge utilization and the involved
users is given in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1: Different types of knowledge utilization (Ellipses represent different activities, arrow
labels indicate who usually performs the activity, the most typical user is listed first).
In the current paper, we will investigate the relationship between knowledge
acquisition, problem solving, and the explanation of a problem solution which
all operate on a shared knowledge base. We will present an explanation tool
which is tightly integrated with the knowledge acquisition component and can
thus bring to bear all knowledge which was collected during knowledge
acquisition. The proposed explanation tool does not rely on a trace of the
problem solving process by which the solution was derived. Instead it
reconstructs possible lines of reasoning which may provide justifications for
those aspects of the problem solution which are questioned by the user. The
explanation tool can thus be employed to obtain justifications for problem
solutions which may have been constructed by the user, by the expert, or by
the problem solving component of the KBS.
The detachment of the explanation tool from the problem solving component
and its close integration with the knowledge acquisition component allows for
an independent verification of the proposed problem solution which is based
on all knowledge which was captured during knowledge acquisition. Although
the primary purpose of the explanation tool is to enhance the user's confidence
in the proposed solution, it can also be employed by the knowledge engineer
and the domain expert to explore and validate the knowledge base with respect
to particular cases.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: in section 2, we will give
a brief overview of the application domain for which the explanation tool was
3developed, the adopted knowledge acquisition method, and the structure of the
resulting knowledge base. In section 3, we will describe the basic ideas of the
reconstructive explanation approach and its relation to the problem-solving
component. In section 4, the  reconstructive integrated explanation tool will be
described in detail and some sample interactions will be presented. Finally, we
will discuss the advantages and possible drawbacks of the proposed
explanation tool with respect to other work in related areas.
2. Integrated knowledge acquisition for lathe product-
ion planning
2.1. The problem
The problem of lathe production planning can be stated as follows:1
Given:
• A description of the geometry and the technology of the goal workpiece to be manufactured
• A description of the mold from which the goal workpiece is to be manufactured
• A description of the manufacturing environment, i.e. the lathe machine and the available
tools
• A description of the manufacturing context such as lot size and production deadlines
Determine:
• The production plan, i.e. the sequence of chucking and cutting operations by which the
goal workpiece can be efficiently manufactured from the mold in the given environment
and context
A graphical representation of a lathe production planning problem and its
solution is given in Figure 2. The top center of the figure shows the goal
workpiece, a drive shaft, overlaid with the mold, a cylinder, from which it is
to be manufactured. The black area on the left and the black triangle on the
right indicate the chucking fixture by which the mold is held and rotated in
the lathe. The numbers 1 through 7 above the mold refer to the sequence of
cuts by which material is removed from the mold. The individual cuts of the
production plan are specified in more detail in the remainder of Figure 2. For
each cut, the cutting tool is specified together with the cutting path and the
cutting parameters. For instance, the cutting tool number 1 with the specifi-
cation "CSSNL 3232 C15 SNGN151016 TO 3030" is applied to remove a part
of the outer layer of the cylinder with a cutting speed of vc = 450 m / min, a
cutting feed of f = 0.45 mm/rotation and a cutting depth of ap = 5 mm.
1 For a more detailed description see [KuehnSchmalhofer92].
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Fig. 2: A typical lathe production planning problem and its solution
When selecting a cutting tool and determining the cutting parameters, a large
number of problem features must be taken into account, such as the workpiece
geometry, the workpiece material, the cutting material, the surface roughness
of the mold, the required precision of the goal workpiece, etc. A good
production plan must not only manufacture the specified goal workpiece when
executed on the lathe, but must do so at reasonable costs which depend on
factors such as tool wear, production time, etc. Lathe production planning is a
complex real-world problem which requires both theoretical knowledge (e.g.
physical models of the cutting process) as well as practical experience (e.g.
which parameter settings worked best in similar conditions). The relevant
knowledge can be found in different sources of information which must be
combined for the development of the KBS.
2.2. The knowledge acquisition procedure
In order to acquire the required knowledge, an integrated knowledge
acquisition procedure was developed which conjointly employes three
different sources of information: written documents, libraries of previously
solved cases, and human experts. The integrated knowledge acquisition
procedure has been previously described in [Schmalhofer+91a] and
[Schmalhofer+91b]. We will review here only those aspects of the knowledge
acquisition procedure which are relevant for the integration of the explanation
tool.
Based on the KADS methodology [Wielinga+92], a model of expertise is first
developed which specifies, how the problem is to be solved by the system and
what knowledge is required. For lathe production planning, skeletal plan
refinement was identified as the most adequate problem solving method
5[KühnSchmalhofer92]. According to this method, three basic types of
knowledge are required: abstraction rules which relate the concrete problem
description to more abstract features, association rules  which relate problem
features to abstract, or skeletal plans, and refinement rules for the
specification of a concrete plan from an abstract plan.
Even though the acquisition of the domain knowledge is guided by the selected
problem solving method, the domain knowledge itself is to be represented
purely declaratively. This means in particular that the representation of
domain knowledge be independent of its use in the specific problem solving
method. Whereas a feasibility of a strict separation of domain and problem
solving knowledge can be questioned both on theoretical and practical grounds
[KühnSchmidt92], it is nevertheless possible to represent the domain
knowledge in such a way that it can be reused for several related tasks. Since
solving a problem and explaining the problem solution are two related tasks
which require overlapping although not identical knowledge, the domain
knowledge should in particular be acquired and represented in such a way that
it can be employed for both of these tasks.
In the developed integrated knowledge acquisition method, this is achieved by
using explanation as a knowledge acquisition technique for combining
different sources of information. An expert is asked to explain a prototypical
case selected from a filing cabinet in terms of knowledge units extracted from
a textbook and his own experiences. Besides offering the advantage of being
more economical (the solution of a production planning problem is rather
time consuming), this procedure guarantees that all the relevant knowledge
both for solving a problem and for explaining the solution are made available
during knowledge acquisition. The pieces of relevant knowledge are initially
extracted from written documents. Together with the constructed explanations
and the experts utterances they are captured and stored in an informal
knowledge base. These knowledge units are then stepwise transformed into a
formal representation [Schmidt92].
In this knowledge acquisition process, each knowledge unit is documented by
different kinds of information which are readily available during knowledge
acquisition. This documentation is not only essential for making later revisions
or adaptations of the knowledge base, but it can also be exploited by the expla-
nation tool in order to provide the users a better insight into the knowledge of
the system, thereby increasing their confidence into the adequacy of the
proposed solution.
2.3. The knowledge base
The described knowledge acquisition procedure yields a collection of formal
and informal knowledge units which is structured by various links. The entire
knowledge base thus constitutes a structured Hypertext. Whereas most
elements of this hypertext are natural language descriptions which can be
accessed through standard browsing and information retrieval techniques,
6some elements have a formal representation and can thus in addition be
employed for deriving inferences.
Two different types of Hypertext elements or knowledge units can be distin-
guished on epistemological grounds: object descriptions and rules. An object
description is a cluster of propositions which refer to one entity and are seen
as being essentially dependent on that entity [GuarinoBoldrin92]. A rule is a
proposition which would not naturally be considered as referring to one single
entity. For instance, the proposition "For a rough cut the cutting feed is
typically greater than 0.3 mm/rot." is readily seen as referring to the entity
rough cut which is introduced as an object with an attribute cutting feed. The
proposition "When rough cutting cast iron, a cutting-feed of 0.8 mm/rot
should be applied." refers both to the objects rough cut and cast iron and is
therefore stored as a rule.
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Fig 3: The root of the domain ontology indicating the basic types of knowledge that are
distinguished in the knowledge base
Two different types of rules are distinguished based on whether they refer to
one object or to several objects. The former, termed intra-object rules,
represent relations between attribute values of an object. They can be
employed to determine an unknown attribute value of an object from one or
more known attribute values of the same object. Typical examples of such
rules are abstraction and refinement rules. Inter-object rules establish
associations between attributes of different objects. Each of these two types of
rules may be either a strict rule which must be satisfied under all circum-
stances, or a recommendation which should be satisfied whenever possible.
Figure 3 shows the root of the domain ontology which indicates the most basic
types of knowledge which are distinguished in the KB.
Figure 4 illustrates the organization of the knowledge base which can be seen
as a Hypertext-like network of formal and informal knowledge units. Each
piece of formal domain knowledge is linked to its informal representation
7from which it was constructed. By a reason-link it may be linked to another
(informal) knowledge unit which indicates why a piece of knowledge is
considered to be true. The domain meta layer provides additional documen-
tation of a knowledge unit by linking it to the domain ontology, the informa-
tion source from which it was acquired, and by indicating its application
scope. Finally the formal knowledge units are linked to specific inference
actions which indicate how they are employed to perform inferences. The
combination of individual inference actions for the solution of some given task
is described on the task layer, which is not shown in figure 4.
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Fig 4: Organization of the knowledge base: A formal domain knowledge unit linked to
informal knowledge, domain meta knowledge, and inference action(s)
3. Explanation and problem solving
As already indicated in Figure 1, an explanation of a problem solution may be
requested by the knowledge (or system) engineer, the domain expert or the
end user. These consultants have quite different explanation needs: The
knowledge engineer and possibly also the domain expert will be interested in
how the system actually derived the solution in order to verify that it works
correctly. Obviously, this can only be shown by a trace-based explanation.
The end user and mostly also the domain expert are, however, primarily
interested in why the proposed solution is adequate. This can be shown by
providing arguments which support (or criticize) the proposed solution.
Thereby it may be advisable to completely disregard the actual solution trace
8since the information it contains has been tailored to computational needs, i.e.
for effectively deriving a solution.
[WickThompson92] (p.38) define explanation as "an information processing
operation that takes the operation of an information processing system as input
and generates a description of that information processing operation as an
output". Whereas this definition portrays well the essentials of a trace-based
explanation, it gives a rather misleading characterization of reconstructive
explanation.
Our view of the explanation problem and its relation to problem solving is
depicted in Figure 5.2 The left side of the figure illustrates the problem
solving process which is triggered by a problem description, employes the
information stored in the knowledge base, and produces a problem solution.
The execution of the problem solving process may be captured in a solution
trace.
problem
description
solut ion
trace
solut ion
solve explainknowledge
base
explanation
Question
Fig. 5: Problem solving and explanation as information processing (Ellipses represent
processes, boxes represent data, arrows indicate input and output, thick arrows
highlight the principal input and output.)
The explanation process takes as input the problem description, the knowledge
base and the problem solution (and possibly also the solution trace as indicated
by a dashed line ). As indicated by the thick arrow, the explanation process is
typically triggered by a question referring to one particular aspect of the
problem solution.
2 This figure is analogous to figure 2 in [WickThompson92; p.39].
9After the characterization of the problem solving and the explanation pro-
cesses, we will now take a closer look on the different data structures which
are the inputs and outputs of these processes.
Problem description:
The problem description P is a set of singular propositions which can be
represented as ground facts in first order logic. For the lathe production
planning problem presented in section 2.1 exemplary propositions of the
problem description could be given by: "The length of the mold is 500 mm.",
"The workpiece material is GGG80.", The workpiece is to be manufactured
on a machine Boehringer PNE 480.", etc. A formal representation of these
propositions in PROLOG notation is given in [Schmalhofer+91b].3
Solution:
The problem solution S is also seen as a set of singular propositions. The lathe
production plan shown in Figure 2, can be described by propositions such as:
"The cutting speed of the first cutting operation is 800 mm/sec.", "The cutting
feed of the first cutting operation is 0.8 mm/rot.", etc.
Knowledge base:
The knowledge base has already been described in section 2.3 as a Hypertext-
like structure consisting of a collection of formal and informal knowledge
units which are structured by various links. If we forget the links and the
informal knowledge for the time being, we can logically characterize the
knowledge base as a set K of universal propositions. The different types of
knowledge which were distinguished on epistemological grounds in figure 3,
form a partition of K into respective subsets.
Solution trace:
The solution trace documents which and in what sequence elements of the
knowledge base were employed to construct the solution from the problem
description.
Explanation target:
The explanation target E is an element of the solution for which the user
demands an explanation. The explanation target is specified in a question. An
explanation episode will start with a question which asks for a justification of
a singular proposition of the problem solution. Other types of questions will
be discussed in the next section together with the description of RIETO.
Explanation:
In the theory of science [e.g. Hempel77], a logically correct explanation X of
an explanation target (or "explanandum") E has been conceived as a set T of
3Of course, an object-centered representation would be epistemologically more adequate, since it emphasizes the
inherent structures. But such a representation is logically equivalent to a set of ground facts. In the subsequent
discussion will stick to the latter view, in order to illustrate the basic principles of reconstructive explanation at
the knowledge level irrespective of representational details.
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general propositions and a set A of singular propositions which together allow
the deduction of E. Thus X = T ∪ Α,  and X ⇒ E. In addition, it is usually
postulated that an explanation X be minimal, i.e. it should not contain
propositions which are redundant for the deduction of E. In order to be
nontrivial, an explanation X must not contain the explanandum E.
In order to meet these requirements, both T and A must be nonempty, when E
is a singular proposition. On the other hand, A must be empty, when the
explanandum E is a general proposition, since no singular proposition can be
employed for the deduction of a general proposition. Besides being logically
correct, an explanation should also be plausible, evident, and novel.
4. RIETO: a Reconstructive Integrated Explanation
Tool
The tool RIETO aims at providing reconstructive explanations for the various
characteristics of a given lathe production plan. The explanations are based on
the entire body of knowledge and information which was collected during
knowledge acquisition. RIETO provides a graphical user interface which
allows the user to conveniently ask questions about the given problem solution
and to further inquire about pieces of information which were given as
answers to previous questions.
RIETO was primarily conceived as an explanation component for the end-user
of a knowledge-based system. Similar to traditional explanation tools, RIETO
provides argumentative support for specific aspects of a suggested solution
which are questioned by the user. In addition, RIETO can present all the
knowledge and information which went into the development of the KBS
which thus becomes transparent to the end-users. They can make a realistic
assessment of the competence of the KBS and thus gain confidence into the
quality of the provided solutions.
Since RIETO does not require a problem solving component, it can be used by
the knowledge engineer and the domain expert for a focussed examination of
the system´s knowledge which is important both during the development of
the KBS as well as its subsequent evolution.
4.1. Input to RIETO
As already indicated in Fig. 5,  the input to RIETO consists of a knowledge
base together with its informal documentation, a given case, (i.e. a problem
description together with its solution), and a particular question asked by the
user. Whereas the first question of a dialogue must always refer to an aspect
of the problem solution, subsequent questions may refer to elements of a
previously provided explanation.
An overview of the different types of questions which can be asked to RIETO
is given in Table 2 together with concrete examples from the domain of lathe
production planning. These types of questions were found to be essential for
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providing comprehensive explanations which can establish a user´s confidence
into the knowledge-based system.
"Why?" questions:
"Why?" questions are the fundamental type of questions for any explanation
tool.4 In RIETO, "Why?" questions provide logically correct and cognitively
adequate explanations which satisfy the criteria stated in section 3. A "Why?"
question may refer to a singular proposition or to a general proposition. The
former may comprise either an attribute value given in the solution or a
derived attribute value5. The latter may be any knowledge item which was
presented in a previous explanation. As already pointed out by Clancey
[Clancey83], being able to give further explanation of knowledge units
presented in previous explanations, is an important prerequisite for a user-
adequate KBS.
"Why not?" questions:
In RIETO, a user may specify an alternative value for an attribute of the
presented solution and ask the system for drawbacks of the suggested
alternative. Such "Why not?" questions are essential for resolving possible
discrepancies between the presented solution and a user's expectations
[RoussetSafar87]. Even moderately knowledgeable users will have some
expectations about the solution of the problem and they will not feel
comfortable with the given solution unless they can be shown why their
expectations were not appropriate.
question type explanation target example
why? solution attribute = value cutting_speed = 500
derived attribute = value workpiece_material = cast_iron
why? rule or recommendation For cast iron the cutting speed
should be lower then 600.
why not? solution attribute = other value cutting_speed = 800
source? rule or recommendation For rough cutting alloyed steel
the cutting material SN80 is
advantageous.
info? attribute cutting_speed = ?
Table 2: Characterization of the different types of questions which can be asked to RIETO.
"Source?" questions:
This type of questions was added to RIETO in order to enhance the
transparency of the knowledge base. Similar to "Why?" questions, "Source?"
questions provide additional information about rules and recommendations in
4) "How?" questions are not supported by RIETO since it adheres to a pure reconstructive explanation
philosophy.
5) Obviously, the system cannot explain attribute values of the problem description, since this would require
knowledge beyond the considered task, e.g. design knowledge in addition to planning knowledge.
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the knowledge base. Whereas the former provide logical reasons of why the
particular piece of knowledge is considered to be correct, the latter provide
argumentative support by revealing the origin of the knowledge item, i.e. the
bibliographic reference of the document from which it was extracted or the
domain expert by whom it was mentioned. Such information usually plays an
important role in discussions between human professionals. It should therefore
be utilized by the explanation component of a KBS to provide cognitively
adequate justifications of proposed solutions.
"Info?" questions:
This type of questions was added to RIETO in order to provide still broader
information about an aspect of the problem solution which is questioned by
the user. "Info?" questions may refer to an attribute of the problem solution
and they can be translated as: "What do you know about determining the value
of this attribute for the given problem?". "Info?" questions return all rules
and recommendations of the knowledge base which are applicable under the
given problem context. By showing the users the richness (or scarcity) of the
system's knowledge which is relevant for the given problem they may gain
confidence (or justified doubts) about the adequacy of the proposed solution.
RIETO facilitates asking questions by providing a list or tree of the possible
explanation target. To ask a question the user simply selects the one of the
offered explanation target and clicks a button to indicate the type of question.
In order to allow for a more natural dialogue, RIETO always takes into
account the context of the current question which thus need not be specified
explicitly by the user. For instance, the user can simply ask "Info
cutting_speed?" and RIETO automatically interprets this question as referring
to that cutting operation of the currently considered case about which the
previous question was asked.
4.2. Providing Explanations
We will now describe the principles according to which explanations are
provided for the different types of questions without presenting the
algorithmic details of the procedures which produce an explanation. Since the
answers to all types of questions consist primarily of knowledge units from
the integrated knowledge, all we have to do is to specify the criteria according
to which the appropriate knowledge units are retrieved. Since "Why?"
questions referring to an attribute value and "Why?" questions referring to a
piece of knowledge call for different explanations as explained in section 3,
they will be treated separately in the subsequent elaborations.
"Why?" questions referring to an attribute value:
As proposed in section 3, explanations for this type of "Why?" questions, can
be provided by examining all the different proof trees for the questioned fact
(i.e. attribute value), and presenting the most informative one to the user. It
has also been argued that the selected explanation should consist of only one
general rule R, i.e. T = {R}, together with the facts providing the antecedents
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for this rule, i.e. A = {a1 .. an} with each ai covering exactly one condition of
R. The rule R is selected from the knowledge base according to the following
criteria which are applied in succession, in order to determine the best piece
of knowledge to be used in the explanation.
Criterion 1: Question pertinence. The general knowledge unit presented in the
explanation should be related to the asked question in an obvious way so
that the user can directly see that it provides an answer to the asked
question. In RIETO, all rules and recommendations which contain the
questioned attribute in their conclusion are selected according to this
criterion. The given attribute value is ignored in this first selection step
in order to include also those knowledge units which suggest a different
value.
Criterion 2: Problem adequacy. The rule or recommendation used in the
explanation must be applicable to the given problem description. This
criterion can be tested by constructing proofs for the conditions of the
rules based on the given problem description. The constructed proofs
provide the antecedents A which are needed for the completion of the
explanation.
Criterion 3: Solution consistency. This criterion selects those rules or
recommendations which are consistent with the given solution. It thus
introduces a bias in favor of the given solution by selecting those
knowledge units which support it. Technically, criterion 3 is established
by testing that the conclusions specified in the rule or recommendation
are indeed satisfied in the given problem solution. For instance, if a
recommendation says that the cutting speed should be lower than 800
m/sec and the cutting feed lower than 0.8 mm/rot, it will be tested
whether both given attribute values satisfy these specifications. It might
be argued that it is sufficient to check for the questioned attribute value,
since this guarantees a logically correct explanation X of E so that X
entails E. This is true, however, such an explanation X would entail some
E' which is consistent with the explanation target but not with the whole
solution. By taking into account the complete solution and not only the
explanation target, RIETO avoids giving misleading explanations which
do not truly support the given problem solution.
Criterion 4: Specifity. The provided explanation should be closely related to
the given case. Since a case consists of a problem description and its
solution, two types of specifity might be distinguished, namely problem
specifity and solution specifity. A rule or recommendation is the more
problem specific, the closer its condition is to the given problem
description, and the more solution specific, the closer its conclusion is to
the given problem solution. As a measure of closeness the depth or length
of the respective proof tree might be employed. In RIETO, the problem
specifity of a rule is determined based on the object hierarchies in the
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knowledge base. In order to assess the solution specifity for numerical
attributes a simple comparison of intervals is employed.6
Computational considerations: The sequence in which the four criteria were
introduced is based mainly on theoretical considerations and is not optimal for
actually constructing an explanation. The question pertinence criterion (cri-
terion 1), as defined above, can be easily tested and yields an effective reduct-
ion of candidates which must be tested with respect to the remaining criteria.
This criterion is therefore applied first in RIETO. Since criterion 2 is com-
putationally expensive, it may be advantageous to first apply criteria 3 and 4.
Presentation of explanation: As an answer to "Why?" questions referring to an
attribute value, RIETO presents the stored informal representation(s) of the
formal knowledge unit(s) which best satisfy the four criteria. If no knowledge
units are found which are both question pertinent and problem adequate (i.e.
which satisfy the first two criteria), RIETO tells that it cannot give an
explanation. If the solution consistency criterion cannot be satisfied, RIETO
informs the user that it cannot justify the suggested attribute value and lists the
knowledge units which satisfy criteria 1 and 2 but suggest an alternative value.
Finally, if several knowledge units cannot be distinguished with respect to the
fourth criterion (i.e. they are equally specific according to the partial order
established by the hierarchies), RIETO presents the first explanation found
and tells the user that there are more arguments supporting the current
solution which may be given on request.
"Why?" questions referring to general knowledge:
As discussed in section 3, these questions call for an explanation of a general
proposition or "law". A logically adequate answer to such a question should
provide a number of general propositions which entail the questioned
proposition. Since RIETO does not operate on a compiled knowledge base but
instead uses the knowledge as found in the information sources, there are
usually no knowledge units or general propositions which entail other
knowledge units in a strict sense. RIETO does therefore not look for
knowledge units which entail the explanation target, but instead relies on the
informal justifications for knowledge units which were captured during
knowledge acquisition and are linked to the formal knowledge units via reason
links.
When a "Why?" question is asked about a piece of knowledge, RIETO simply
presents those knowledge unit(s) which are linked to the questioned unit via a
reason link. If no reason link exists for the questioned knowledge unit, RIETO
is unable to give an explanation. Since the reason links established in the
knowledge base reflect the justifications given in the source materials which
are written for practitioners in the field, it is to be expected that they cover
those knowledge units for which an explanation will be required in practice.
6) For instance, interval I is considered more specific than interval J, iff I is contained by J, or both intervals
intersect and I is shorter than J.
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"Why not?" questions:
Since the first two criteria for answering "Why?" questions do not depend on
the given attribute value, the criteria of question pertinence and problem
adequacy can be also employed to select those knowledge units which are
relevant for answering "Why not?" questions. Let KQP be the set of
knowledge units which satisfy these criteria. The criterion of solution
consistency can now be applied to KQP both for the original attribute value
and for the alternative solution suggested by the user. Let KQPS and KQPA be
the sets of knowledge units which satisfy the solution consistency criterion for
the original solution and the alternative solution respectively.
If KQPS is empty, all arguments which can be constructed by the system favor
the alternative solution. The specifity criterion can the be applied to KQPA to
determine the most specific arguments. These are then presented to the user
together with the notice that the solution alternative suggested by him is
indeed better. If, on the other hand, KQPA is empty, the user is presented the
most specific arguments from KQPS which support the original solution and
contradict the alternative suggested by the user.
If neither KQPS nor KQPA is empty, there are arguments both for the original
solution and for the alternative solution suggested by the user. The sets
KQPS\KQPA , KQPA\KQPS and KQPS∩KQPA are computed which contain the
arguments pro the original solution and con the alternative, pro the alternative
solution and con the original, and pro both solutions respectively. All three
sets of arguments are presented to the user who is thus enabled to judge the
two alternatives based on a broader background of knowledge.
"Source?" questions:
"Source?" questions are answered in RIETO by providing the information
stored in the "Source" link of the questioned knowledge unit. For knowledge
units acquired from written documents, the bibliographic reference of the
source text is shown, whereas for knowledge units acquired from an expert,
the name of the expert together with a brief description of the knowledge
acquisition context are provided (e.g. "Focussed interview with X.Y about
cutting parameters for iron workpieces on 12.1.92."). Additional information
about the history of the knowledge unit [KühnSchmidt92] is currently not
provided by RIETO, since this information is rather technical and mostly of
interest for the knowledge engineer and the domain expert only. A brief
account of the history of a knowledge unit (e.g. how did it gain its present
form and why was a previous version abandoned) might, however, also be
helpful to the end user, since it allows him to assess the effort invested into the
development of the KB.
"Info?" questions:
"Info?" questions return all knowledge units which satisfy the first two
criteria for "Why?" questions, i.e. question pertinence and problem adequacy.
By asking an "Info?" question in addition to a "Why?" question, a user can
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thus gain a full account of the system's knowledge which is relevant for
determining the value of the questioned attribute in the given problem context.
4.3. A sample session with RIETO
Figure 6 shows the screendump of a sample session with RIETO. The
interaction with RIETO proceeds via a window which is subdivided into four
areas with different functionalities: the control panel, the dialog protocol, the
attribute browser, and the solution grapher.
The control panel provides four buttons that correspond to the different
question types supported by the system. Every action performed with RIETO
is documented in the dialog protocol. Thus every user action, i.e. selection by
mouse click, and in particular every answer of the system in an explanation
dialog is displayed in the dialog protocol area of the window.
The attribute browser presents a list of items about which the user might ask
further questions. These items refer to a special domain of interest. When
explaining a production plan, such a domain of interest may be a particular
operation which was selected by a mouse click in the solution grapher.
Fig. 6: A sample session with RIETO
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The solution grapher shows the entire problem solution in a scrollable
window. For the production plans the individual manufacturing operations
steps are displayed with their parameters. The value of the cutting tool
parameter is itself a complex object whose subparts and their respective
attributes are presented in form of a tree.
The dialog session shown in figure 6 was started by clicking at "insert" in the
"tool" subtree of "cut(2)" in the solution grapher. This causes the system to
focus on the data of this tool's insert and display the data of this section of
interest in the attribute browser. The user can select any attribute value pair
from the browser to tell RIETO the explanation target. The user clicks on
"insert_size(15)", the selected explanation target is prompted in the dialog
protocol window. The user then asks a question by clicking the "Why?" button
and RIETO returns as an answer the knowledge unit "rcm11" which says that
"for cuts with a medium chip section, a square insert of size 15 should be
used".
The name of this knowledge unit is displayed in the attribute browser area and
can be selected as an explanation target for further question. In the sample
session, the user then asks, why "rcm11" is valid. After the answer is
displayed, the user wants to know the source of this knowledge unit, and
RIETO presents the title of a basic text-book about lathing.
5. Discussion
Before comparing RIETO to similar approaches we will first discuss an
apparent objection to a merely reconstructive explanation approach which has
been advocated in this paper.
5.1. Doesn´t a merely reconstructive explanation deceive the user?
Whenever the knowledge used for providing an explanation of a problem
solution is different from the knowledge which was actually used for
constructing the solution, one might argue that the user who asked for an
explanation is being deceived. What good is a nice and convincing explanation
if there is no guarantee that the displayed knowledge has been applied to the
problem at hand and will be applied to similar problems in the future?
This objection is definitely justified for the system developers who want to
verify that the acquired knowledge is used correctly by the problem solving
component. They must indeed be provided a trace-based explanation which
closely reflects the actual solution trace. Most important for the end user,
however, is a veracious assessment of the quality of the proposed solution. As
has been previously argued, this can best be achieved by a reconstructive
explanation which is not biased by and can even criticize the problem solving
system.
In order to elucidate this question let us assume that for a given problem there
is the optimal solution SO which works best in practice, the solution SP
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provided by the problem solving system, and the solution SE for which the
explanation tool gives the most convincing arguments. Ideally, all three
solutions should coincide, i.e. the problem solving component should return
the optimal solution, and the explanation component should provide the most
supportive arguments for that solution that indeed works best. An explanation
tool misleads the user, if SE is rather distant from SO. The same is true for
the problem solving component, if SP deviates strongly from SO. The distance
between SP and SE is not as important to the end user as their distance to SO.
Since RIETO can focus on one aspect of the problem solution (the selected
explanation target), it can bring to bear all relevant knowledge, whereas the
problem solving component probably had to ignore some possibly relevant
knowledge in order to find a solution at all. It is thus reasonable to assume
that SE is qualitatively better than SP even though both inference systems
operate on the same knowledge base. A merely reconstructive explanation tool
which suggests to the user the better solution SE instead of blindly supporting
SP will therefore be apt to be more useful than a trace based explanation tool
which is always biased towards SP.
5.2. Comparison to related approaches
[WickThompson92] present an explanation system (REX) which can satisfy the
needs of the different audiences by allowing to specify different degrees of
coupling between the solution trace and the explanation. RIETO always
constructs completely reconstructive explanations. Contrary to REX, RIETO
can answer different types of questions which allow the user a better
assessment of the quality of the proposed solutions than mere "Why?"
questions.
The system XPLAIN [Swartout83] provides justifications of programs by
examining the refinement structure created by the automatic programmer. It
is similar to RIETO in that it brings to bear additional information which was
available at prior stages of system development but is not accessible to the
problem solving component. The refinement structures used in XPLAIN are
analogous to the integrated knowledge base employed by RIETO. Whereas the
former were produced by an automatic programmer and thus contain only
formal information, the latter were manually constructed by the knowledge
engineer in cooperation with a domain expert and they thus contain much
richer and also informal knowledge.
The "Explainable Expert System (EES)" approach advocated by [Neches+85]
also stresses the importance of explicitly recording the development history of
an expert system and to exploit the stored information for explanation and
maintenance.
Since RIETO can also criticize a given solution, it can also be compared to
critiquing systems such as JANUS [Fischer89]. Such critiquing system (see
[Fischer91] for a survey) are usually embedded in an environment which
supports a user in constructing a solution to a given problem. They closely
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monitor the user's actions and present a critique (and advice) as soon as they
detect an error or suboptimal conditions. Whereas the critiquing systems thus
help the user to construct a solution in a cooperative problem solving effort,
RIETO supports a user in detecting the merits and deficiencies of a given
solution.
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